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Introduction
Asian And Hot has the look and feel of a China Town shop in any major city. The merchandise lacks the
kind of quality you can find elsewhere at more expensive stores, but it's cheaper and it feels more
authentic to buy stuff there than it does to go somewhere more corporate. Keep in mind, if you decide to
join Asian And Hot you'll get a discount in price when you go there through The Tongue!

Adult Review
The owners of this site seem like nice enough people, the same way you want to like a store in China Town because the old
lady behind the counter who works there all day seems like she could use a few more sales and the big department store
across the street with better quality merchandise seems to be so damn cold-hearted.
  
  When we first reviewed Asian And Hot we showed the review to the site owners and told them their site was pretty good
but not worth the $27.78 per month price they were asking for it. Just like any China Town shop they were quick to haggle
and lowered their price for members of The Tongue! 
  
  If you take the tour through our site, you can get a full month of access and all 41 non-exclusive scenes of solo Asian
masturbation movies in 640x480 resolution for the discounted price of $19.97 a month. You can even take the 3 day tour for
the reduced price of $2.95. 
  
  The interface of Asian And Hot is very simple, just a few basic html links and some thumbnails you can click with a plain
looking nav bar at the top of the page. Half the items on that nav bar are attempts to "up sell" you some other sites or products
like DVDs, Cam shows and dating sites. Worse than that, the xxx stories link does not take you to any stories, it actually links
a movie feed for a Latina site.
  
  Asian And Hot also offers some higher-res picture sets that come in at 950x630 res and some bonus feeds from Hustler as
well. Those bonus feeds and pictorials are probably the best content on the site at this point. Overall this is not yet a top
quality smut site but for the bargain price of under twenty bucks a month it is worth the price of admission. The owners
promise that they are planning to add exclusive content and a lot more scenes in the near future but for now take this site for
what it is, bargain quality porn at a bargain price.
  
  However, you should avoid the 60 day, 90 day and full year pricing plans because even though they are cheaper per month,
Asian And Hot does not have enough quality content yet to keep your cock busy that whole time. We will be checking back
on them and will of course keep all of our TasteBuds updated as the site makes progress in its attempt to climb out of the
bargain bin and become a powerhouse of Asian perversion.

Porn Summary
Maybe in a few months or a year Asian And Hot will start offering the kind of quality exclusive content that high priced sites
offer... in the meantime, at a discount price of under twenty bucks a month the site is worth checking out if you are trying to
save some cash while getting a load out on cheap Asian solo whores.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Small collection of non-exclusive clips and weak design do not support the price'
Quality: 82  Updates: 76 Exclusive: 65 Interface: 70
Support: 88 Unique: 70    Taste: 79        Final: 77

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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Porn Niches
Amateur, Asian

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $19.97 Preview: 3 Days for $2.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 41
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